The thermodynamic contributions of rA · dA, rC · dC, rG · dG and rU · dT single internal mismatches were measured for 54 RNA/DNA duplexes in a 1 M NaCl buffer using UV absorbance thermal denaturation. Thermodynamic parameters were obtained by fitting absorbance versus temperature profiles using the curve-fitting program Meltwin. The weighted average thermodynamic data were fit using singular value decomposition to determine the eight non-unique nearest-neighbor parameters for each internal mismatch. The new parameters predict the "G 37 , "H and melting temperature (T m ) of duplexes containing these single mismatches within an average of 0.33 kcal/mol, 4.5 kcal/mol and 1.4 C, respectively. The general trend in decreasing stability for the single internal
INTRODUCTION
Recently, much attention has been paid to the detection and analysis of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) that contribute to human diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, cancer, immune-deficiency disorders and diabetes (1-7).
The investigation of these genes is enabled by such technologies as northern-blot analysis (8) , in situ hybridization (9) , the RNA 'invader' assay (2) , reverse transcription (RT)-PCR (10) and expression microarrays (11) , all of which depend upon the hybridization of a DNA primer or probe to a target RNA. DNA/RNA hybridization is also important for antisense therapeutic applications (12) (13) (14) . In the design of primers and probes for molecular diagnostics applications, oligonucleotide sensitivity is an important factor for experimental efficiency (15) . The inability to properly account for the effects of nucleotide mismatches often times results in a reduction of assay specificity due to the effect that a mismatch has upon duplex hybridization (16) (17) (18) . For comparison, consider the relative free energies of mismatches in DNA duplexes: a dG · dT mismatch is stabilizing in all nearest-neighbor contexts, whereas a dC · dT mismatch is destabilizing in all nearest-neighbor contexts (17, 19) . While the effects of internal mismatches in DNA duplexes have been well documented in the literature (16) (17) (18) (19) , there are very few primer and probe design software programs that account for nucleotide mismatches in DNA/RNA hybrid duplexes. This results in the unwanted amplification of background sequences and false positive or off-target effects. Thus, to design and simulate the most selective DNA primers and probes for RNA/DNA based assays and therapeutics, thermodynamic parameters for internal mismatches are needed.
Thermodynamic parameters for single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes can also be used to detect and characterize important RNA structural and functional roles (20) . Thermodynamic parameters for single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes can also be used to detect and characterize important RNA structural and functional roles (20) (21) (22) , and in the interaction of RNA polymerase proteins with the influenza A viral promoter sequence (23) .
While a full set of nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters have been reported for RNA/DNA *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 734 222 9080; Fax: +1 734 222 9087; Email: norm@dnasoftware.com Watson-Crick base pairs (24) , there are no such reports for a complete nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters for single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes. This study reports a total of 43 thermodynamic measurements that were combined with 11 measurements from the literature for the single internal mismatches rA · dA, rG · dG, rU · dT and rC · dC in RNA/DNA duplexes.
These data were used to solve for 32 nearest-neighbor unknowns (28 degrees of freedom, see 'Materials and Methods' section) using singular value decomposition (SVD) (25) . These parameters can be readily incorporated into in silico design and simulation tools for primers and probes, so that accurate molecular diagnostic assays used for the detection and characterization of these biologically important mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes can be developed. A full determination is reported of four single internal mismatch base pair contributions to RNA/DNA duplexes, each of which are 2-fold over-determined, except for rC · dC internal mismatches which are 1.6-fold over-determined. These nearest-neighbor values are a sample of the complete RNA/DNA thermodynamic parameter database that contains a comprehensive set of match, internal and terminal mismatches, dangling end nearest-neighbor parameters and salt dependence, all of which are available in the software programs Visual OMP (15, 26) and ThermoBLAST (DNA Software Inc.).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligo synthesis and purification
Sigma-Genosys and Dharmacon Inc. synthesized the DNA and RNA oligonucleotides used in this study using standard phosphoramidite chemistries (27, 28) . All oligomers were deblocked, HPLC purified, and certified by mass-spectrometry by the suppliers.
Design of sequences
Each duplex in this study (Supplementary Table S1 ) was designed to have a length between 8 and 11 nts with the mismatch in the central position to yield a melting temperature (T m ) for 10 mM strands to be between 31 and 70 C. Such a design allows for appropriate curve-fitting by ensuring that there are sufficient upper and lower baselines to deduce accurate thermodynamic parameters using the software program Meltwin (29, 30) . Sequences were also designed to minimize the formation of undesired hairpins, slipped duplexes and homodimers (31) . For rA · dA internal mismatches, the thermodynamic data sets for 10 new RNA/DNA duplexes determined at DNA Software were combined with four duplexes from the literature (32) to define 14 equations that were used to solve for eight nearest-neighbor unknowns to obtain a non-unique solution with seven free parameters (16) using SVD. Likewise, for rG · dG mismatches 10 new duplexes were combined with four RNA/DNA duplexes from the literature (32) . For rU · dT mismatches, 12 new RNA/DNA duplexes were combined with three RNA/ DNA duplexes from the literature (32) . As there were no data available for RNA/DNA rC · dC internal mismatches in the literature, the SVD equation set was populated exclusively by 11 new duplexes that were determined at DNA Software. Sequences were designed to contain all of the possible nearest-neighbor contexts ensuring uniform representation in deriving thermodynamic parameters that exhibit small standard errors and excellent predictive capabilities.
Measurement of melting curves
Data were measured using a Beckman DU 650 spectrophotometer with a six-cuvette thermoelectric controller. The melting buffer used in this study was 1.0 M NaCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 and 0.5 mM Na 2 EDTA, which was titrated with a 0.1 M HCl solution to obtain a pH of 7.0. The use of high salt concentrations removes length-dependent counterion-condensation effects that can influence the proper determination of nearestneighbor parameters (33, 34) . The total concentration of each single-stranded oligonucleotide was calculated from the absorbance reading taken at a wavelength of 260 nM using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Extinction coefficients for RNA and DNA oligonucleotides were predicted using the nearest-neighbor model (16, 35, 36) using the extinction coefficient calculator provided in Visual OMP. The total concentration of each single-stranded oligonucleotide was used to mix equimolar concentrations of the non-self-complementary strands to an initial volume of 180 ml as previously described (36) . Serial dilutions of this 180 ml sample were made to obtain six different oligonucleotide concentrations over a 20-fold dilution range so that the observed ultraviolet (UV) absorbance reading was below 2.00 in a 1.0 cm pathlength to stay within the linear region of Beer's Law. The total strand concentration, C T , was calculated from the average of the two individual strand extinction coefficients and the experimental UV absorbance at 85 C (37). The samples were then allowed to cool to 10 C and the data were collected at a wavelength of 260 nm while heating the sample at a rate of 1.0 C/min, at a read interval of 0.5 C up to a maximum of 95 C (34, 37) .
Determination of thermodynamic parameters
Absorbance versus temperature profiles were used to obtain a full thermodynamic parameter set for each duplex using Meltwin version 3.5 through two different methods: (i) the T m À1 versus ln C T /4 method and (ii) the Marquardt non-linear least squares curve fit method (38) . The Marquardt non-linear least squares method was used to fit absorbance versus temperature curves to calculate the enthalpy change, ÁH , and the entropy change, ÁS , by assuming linear sloped upper and lower baselines and by the assumption that the change in heat capacity (ÁC p ) is zero for the transition equilibrium (37) . Recent studies have indicated that the average ÁC p for DNA duplexes is $100 cal/K · mol per base pair (39) (40) (41) . In this study, however, we have retained the ÁC p = 0 assumption because generally UV melting curve data are not accurate enough to justify the use of an additional fitting parameter. In addition, this ÁC p = 0 assumption is consistent with previous studies that have used relatively short oligonucleotide duplexes that exhibit little potential for competing hairpins or single-strand stacking (31, 32, 37) . Therefore the assumption that ÁC p = 0 appears to be valid, as demonstrated by the two-state behavior (see below) and highly predictive nearest-neighbor parameters reported here. The ÁH and ÁS parameters were also calculated from a linear plot of T m À1 versus ln C T /4 where the slope equals R/ÁH , where R is the gas constant, and the intercept equals ÁS /ÁH (36) . When enthalpy values from these two methods differed by <15%, the two-state approximation was considered to be valid (16, 42) . Raw data for the determination of the nearest-neighbor contributions of single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes are shown in Supplementary Table S1 .
Error analysis
Sampling errors were determined using Meltwin v. 3.5 and combined into a weighted average as previously described (36) . For literature duplexes sampling errors were also combined into a weighted average as a full set of thermodynamic data were reported (32) . These results were then combined with the internal mismatch and Watson-Crick dimer errors to compute the square-root of the sum of the squares for duplex ÁG and ÁH , which were the error values used in Mathematica SVD calculations.
Determination of mismatch contributions
The contribution of an internal mismatch to duplex stability is calculated from the observed error weighted average ÁG 37 and ÁH values of the duplex containing the internal mismatch by subtracting the values for the core duplex (i.e. without a mismatch), and then adding in the Watson-Crick dimer nearest-neighbor free energy and enthalpy values where the mismatch was inserted. For example:
The free energy of the trimer (ÁG 37 trimer ) used in Equation (1) was used to construct Equation (2) .
From Equation (2), the free energy of the trimer is decomposed into its dimer nearest-neighbor constituents as shown in Equation (3). For example:
A system of equations similar to that shown in Equation (3) were used as input to Mathematica version 4.1 and the set of eight nearest-neighbor parameters was solved using SVD (25) . A similar method was used to calculate the enthalpic contribution (i.e. ÁH ) for these systems.
Nearest-neighbor ÁS values were calculated from the determined values of ÁG 37 and ÁH . Since none of the sequences have terminal mismatches, the stacking matrix in SVD is rank deficient, and thus seven unknowns for each of the single internal mismatches are uniquely determined in this study (16) . The equivalence of the dimer and trimer formulations of nearest-neighbor parameters are described in detail in previous work (16, 43) . The full sets of experimentally determined thermodynamic parameters are listed in Table 1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermodynamic data
The data used in the determination of the thermodynamic contributions presented here are provided in the Supplementary Table S1 . This table contains the thermodynamic parameters derived from 1/T m versus ln C T /4 Figure 1 where the R 2 of the trendline between experimental versus predicted free energy and T m values are both observed to be 0.96 and 0.97, respectively, which is close to the ideal value of 1.0. The observed agreement between experimental and predicted thermodynamics for a 2-fold over-determination of parameters indicates that the nearest-neighbor model is a valid approximation for single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA hybrid duplexes. This agrees with results obtained previously for mismatches in DNA/DNA and RNA/RNA duplexes (18, 42) .
Context dependence of single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes Trimer stabilities. According to the nearest-neighbor model, the total contribution of a mismatch trimer to an oligonucleotide duplex is equal to the sum of the energy of its nearest-neighbor dimers. For instance, the total energy for the trimer rCGA/dGGU is equal to +0.64 kcal/mol which is equal to the sum of the energies of the nearest-neighbor dimers rCG/dGG and rGA/dGT which equal +0.14 and +0.50 kcal/mol, respectively. As only seven of the eight rG · dG nearest-neighbor parameters are uniquely determined, there are only seven linearly independent trimers that contain a central rG · dG mismatch. The other nine possible rG · dG mismatch trimers can be derived exactly from the seven unique trimers, as previously reported (16) . Therefore, the data in Table 1 can be used to predict the thermodynamics of each of the rG · dG, rA · dA, rU · dT and rC · dC single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes in all 16 different trimer contexts, all of which are read 5 0 -3 0 , with Watson-Crick closing pairs as shown in Table 2 .
The most stable trimer context is rGGC/dGGC, which contributes À1.40 kcal/mol to duplex free energy at 37 C in comparison to the least stable trimer context rACU/ dACT, which destabilizes an RNA/DNA duplex by +3.51 kcal/mol. This 4.9 kcal/mol range of trimer stabilities is the same as that observed for internal mismatches in DNA/DNA duplexes (18) though the RNA/DNA internal mismatch energies are $1 kcal/mol less stable than those observed in DNA/DNA duplexes. This result is in contrast to Watson-Crick base pair stabilities in which RNA/DNA nearest-neighbors are more stable than DNA/DNA nearest-neighbors (24, 25) . This suggests that RNA/DNA hybridization is more specific than DNA/DNA hybridization. Average trimer stabilities in each Watson-Crick closing base pair context were calculated for the sake of comparison. The overall average shown in Table 2 for a particular internal mismatch is calculated using the average of the averages previously calculated for each of the possible nearest-neighbor contexts. In general, the stability trend for these trimers averaged over all nearest-neighbor contexts in RNA/DNA, as shown in Table 2 This trend follows the expected property that G · C pairs are more stable than A/T pairs due to their differences in hydrogen bonding and stacking. The stability trend for the 3 0 -closing Watson-Crick pair is: rC-dG > rG-dC >> rAdT > rU-dA, with average ÁG 37 of +0.02, +0.12, +1.19, +1.43 kcal/mol, respectively, which is a consistent result in that G · C pairs are more stable than A · T pairs because of the formation of an extra hydrogen bond as well as different stacking interactions. Equation (4) was used to calculate the average stabilities for the internal mismatches in Table 1 so that they may be compared. For the single internal mismatches reported here, the average stability trend is rG · dG > rU · dT > rA · dA > rC · dC, with average ÁG 37 of +0.08, +0.59, +0.90, and +1.20 kcal/ mol, respectively. These data support the hypothesis that a nearest-neighbor context dependence exists for single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes, which is consistent with literature reports for single internal mismatches in RNA and DNA duplexes (18, 45) .
For example, Sugimoto et al. (32) hypothesized that the nearest-neighbor context dependence of rG · dG internal mismatch stabilities was relatively greater for this mismatch than for rU · dT, and rA · dA mismatches. A plausible explanation for this observation can be found in oligonucleotide structural studies of rG · dG single internal mismatches, with neighboring GC base pairs, have been observed to form a rG(anti) · dG(syn) conformation, stabilized by two hydrogen-bonds (18) , as shown in Figure 2 . The added stability is due to enhanced base stacking for two purines, especially since this conformation does not perturb the helical backbone structure of the duplex (18, 32) . In other structural studies, it has been observed that when dG · dG mismatches have at least one A · T nearest-neighbor, then backbone distortion may allow the mismatch to form the less stable dG(anti) · dG(anti) conformation that may be stabilized by a single hydrogen bond (46, 47) . Therefore, the nearest-neighbor parameters for rG · dG internal mismatches in RNA/ DNA duplexes are a combination of these two nearestneighbor dependent conformations. Similar observations were made by Peyret et al. (18) in the evaluation of dG · dG mismatches in DNA duplexes.
Comparison of single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA with DNA/DNA duplexes
The nearest-neighbor thermodynamics of internal dA · dA, dC · dC, dG · dG and dT · dT single internal mismatches in DNA/DNA duplexes have previously been reported (18) and the most and least stable of the trimer contexts for single internal mismatches are dGGC/ dGGC and dACT/dACT, which contribute from À2.22 to +2.66 kcal/mol, respectively. Trimer stability upper and lower limits in RNA/DNA duplexes, when compared to DNA/DNA duplexes, have the same contexts of rGGC/dGCC and rACU/dACT which have free energies of À1.40 and +3.51 kcal/mol, respectively. This result shows that these trimers are $0.84 kcal/mol more stable in DNA/DNA duplexes than in RNA/DNA duplexes. This can be rationalized by considering the combined effects of nearest-neighbor identity, base stacking and hydrogen bond interactions. The effect of nearest-neighbor identity upon an internal mismatch in RNA/DNA duplexes has already been discussed. For the contribution of stacking energies to RNA/DNA duplexes, one must consider the differences in RNA and DNA oligonucleotide geometries. RNA duplexes exhibit an A-type backbone conformation characterized by a C3 0 -endo sugar conformation with strong stacking (48) . In contrast, DNA duplexes exhibit a B-form backbone conformation characterized by a C2 0 -endo sugar conformation and weaker stacking than observed for RNA (35, 37) . However, when these two strand types are annealed together in a hybrid duplex, structural studies have shown that RNA sugars usually remain in the A-form C3 0 -endo conformation, and the DNA sugars usually assume an equilibrium between the C2 0 and the C3 0 -endo conformations (49,50). The observed conformational equilibrium in DNA sugar puckers may interfere with the contribution of the base stacking energies to the hybrid duplex, which are affected by the oligonucleotide backbone distortions required to accommodate an internal mismatch within the hybrid duplex. Such backbone distortions are required so that the bases in an internal mismatch can obtain the optimal geometry for hydrogen bond formation to stabilize the duplex.
Peyret et al. (18) Figure 2 ). The mismatch base pair dG · dG is most stable because it has two purines that stack well and it also forms two H-bonds in the G(anti)-G(syn) conformation. The dT · dT mismatch can form a wobble pair with two hydrogen bonds, but it stacks poorly due to the two pyrimidine bases. The dA · dA mismatch forms only a single hydrogen bond, but forms strong stacking interactions. The dC · dC mismatch is least stable of all mismatches because the mismatch stacks weakly with its nearest-neighbors and the mismatch structure can only form a single hydrogen bond at pH 7. At low pH, rC · dC can form a protonated pair with two hydrogen bonds as described previously (18) . It appears that the same explanation can be applied to the stability trend for mismatches in RNA/DNA duplexes since the stability trends for both DNA/DNA and RNA/DNA duplex internal mismatches are the same. Overall, we hypothesize that the difference in duplex stabilites between the two systems results from the reduction of base stacking interactions due to the DNA strands rapid sugar pucker equilibrium between the C2 0 and C3 0 -endo conformations.
This 'unstacked' conformation, particularly for rA · dA mismatches, is supported by previous work done on RNA/DNA duplexes (32) , which most likely also applies to rC · dC internal mismatches as well, given that these mismatches are the least stable internal mismatch reported here.
Comparison of single internal mismatches in RNA/DNA with RNA/RNA duplexes
The nearest-neighbor thermodynamics of internal rC · rC single internal mismatches in RNA/RNA duplexes has not been reported in the literature. To our knowledge there is only one complete set of rG · rU nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters in RNA duplexes (42) , though some raw data for other single internal mismatches have been reported (45 For instance, the average effect of the adjacent G · C or A · T nearest-neighbor identity upon rU · rU internal mismatches in RNA duplexes was observed to be 1.6 kcal/mol (45), compared to an average difference of 0.79 kcal/mol for RNA/DNA duplexes. Again, the rationalization for this observation was based upon the added stability of G · C pairs compared to A · T pairs due to the difference in the numbers of hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions. A difference in nearest-neighbor orientation was also observed for the trimer contexts rGUC/rGUC and rCUG/rCUG in RNA duplexes where the former context was reported to be 1 kcal/mol more favorable than the latter context. This observation is also consistent in RNA/DNA duplexes for the trimer contexts rGUC/ dGTC and rCUG/dCTG where the former is observed to be 0.47 kcal/mol more stable than the latter context, which is within experimental error of the reported data for RNA duplexes. Kierzek et al. went on to discuss similarities between the contributions of the stacking and hydrogen bonding energies of the internal mismatches rG · rG and rU · rU to those reported for DNA duplexes (18, 45) . Because of the similarities for these contributions to RNA/DNA and DNA/DNA duplexes, it appears that hypothesis is applicable for the comparison of RNA/DNA to RNA/RNA duplexes. For example, the comparison of imino proton NMR spectra between rG · rG and rU · rU and dG · dG and dT · dT internal mismatches suggested that both mismatches have two hydrogen bonds in their respective duplex types. The order of the stability for internal mismatches in RNA/RNA duplexes is rG · rG > rU · rU > rA · rA, which is also similar to the stability trends for these mismatches in both RNA/DNA and DNA/DNA duplexes.
Significance of data with respect to probe and primer design
Stability trends for the internal mismatches rG · dG, rU · dT, rA · dA and rC · dC have been observed to have the same stability trends for RNA/RNA, RNA/DNA and DNA/DNA duplexes, which is consistent with the stability trend observations for the matched nearest-neighbor determination for RNA/DNA duplexes (24) . However, the differences in magnitude of the energy contributions to their relative duplex stabilities are large enough that a full nearest-neighbor thermodynamic determination, including all mismatches and dangling ends, was warranted. To allow for optimal DNA primer and probe design and hybridization simulation to RNA targets in silico, the parameters reported here have been added to the programs Visual OMP and ThermoBLAST at DNA Software Inc. (www.dnasoftware.com). Visual OMP uses established methods to extrapolate (from 1 M to as low as 50 mM monovalent salt) the thermodynamic data presented here, which were collected in 1 M NaCl salt buffer, to physiologically relevant salt concentrations (51) so that any RNA target can be folded under a variety of temperature and salt conditions to select the best primer or probe designs for various molecular biology applications. These designs can then be simulated so that monomer, homodimer and heterodimer species can be predicted at physiological salt conditions. Thermo BLAST is used to detect unwanted mishybridization events in any given set of RNA sequences in order to improve primer or probe specificity by reducing 'off-target' or false positive effects in any assay design. This work has shown that simple approximations of RNA/DNA hybridization using RNA/RNA or DNA/ DNA parameters will not lead to an optimal design for the nucleic acid based hybridization technologies discussed in the introduction. For instance, the RNA/RNA sequence GCGGCGC/GCGGCGC has an experimental ÁG 37 of À9.33 kcal/mol and a T m of 50.0 C at a total strand concentration of 100 mM, whereas the same sequence, calculated from RNA/DNA nearest-neighbor parameters is À4.41 kcal/mol and 44.9 C, a total difference of 4.92 kcal/mol and 5.1 C. The knowledge of RNA/DNA nearest-neighbor parameters will allow for the design of optimal DNA primers and probes that bind to target RNAs.
